YEAR 7&8
C: These books are suitable for more confident readers.
(All books, apart from those highlighted, are stocked in the school library for
you to borrow.)
Lord of the Rings Trilogy by J R R Tolkien.

C

A young hobbit, Frodo, who has found the One Ring that belongs to the Dark Lord Sauron,
begins his journey with eight companions to Mount Doom, the only place where it can be
destroyed.
1st in the Lord of the Rings Trilogy

.

The Hobbit by J R R Tolkien. C
The Hobbit is set within Tolkien's fictional universe and follows the quest of home- loving
Bilbo Baggins, the hobbit, to win a share of the treasure guarded by Smaug the dragon,
journey takes him from light-hearted, rural surroundings into more sinister territory.

Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan.
Always trouble-prone, the life of teenager Percy Jackson gets a lot more complicated when
he learns he's the son of the Greek god Poseidon. At a training ground for the children of
deities, Percy learns to harness his divine powers and prepare for the adventure of a lifetime:
he must prevent a feud among the Olympians from erupting into a devastating war on Earth,
and rescue his mother from the clutches of Hades, god of the underworld.
1ST in the 5 book series.

The Heroes of Olympus by Rick Riordan.
When Jason, Piper and Leo crash land at Camp Half-Blood, they have no idea what to expect.
Apparently this is the only safe place for children of the Greek Gods - despite the monsters
roaming the woods and demigods practising archery with flaming arrows and explosives. But
rumours of a terrible curse - and a missing hero - are flying around camp.
1st in the 5 book series.

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s stone by J K Rowling.

C

Harry Potter is an ordinary boy who lives in a cupboard under the stairs at his Aunt Petunia
and Uncle Vernon's house, which he thinks is normal for someone like him who's parents
have been killed in a 'car crash'. That is until an owl turns up with a letter addressed to Harry
and all hell breaks loose!
1st in the 7 book series.

Mister Monday by Garth Nix. C
Arthur Penhaligon is not supposed to be a hero. He is supposed to die an early death. But
then his life is saved by a key shaped like the minute hand of a clock. Arthur is safe – but his
world is not. Along with the key comes a plague brought by bizarre creatures from another
realm. A stranger named Mister Monday, his avenging messengers with bloodstained wings,
and an army of dog-faced Fetchers will stop at nothing to get the key back – even if it means
destroying Arthur and everything around him. Desperate, Arthur escapes to the mysterious
house that has appeared in town – a house that only he can see. Maybe there he can unravel
the secrets of the key – and discover his true fate.
1st In the 7 book Keys to the Kingdom series.
Sabriel by Garth Nix. C
On a cold night in the Old Kingdom, a baby is born dead — and resurrected by her father, a
necromancer. As the Abhorsen, it is his duty to keep the balance between Life and Death.
The Abhorsen names his daughter Sabriel and sends her away from the Old Kingdom,
across the Wall to the “modern" country of Ancelstierre.
1st in the 5 book, Old Kindom Series.

The Amulet of Samarkand by Jonathan Stroud. C
The Amulet of Samarkand. Nathaniel is a 12-year-old magician in training in an alternate
London where magic is real and perilous creatures and artifacts abound. Bartimaeus is a
cocky, 5,000-year-old djinni whom Nathaniel summons to help him get revenge against an
arrogant adult wizard.
1st in the Bartimaeus Trilogy.

The Spook’s Apprentice by Joseph Delaney. C
The Spook's Apprentice is a fantasy book set in the north of England where Thomas Ward,
the seventh son of a seventh son, must prove himself capable of facing ghosts and witches if
he is to take on the mantel of The Spook, the people who keep the county safe from the
darkness.
1st in the 13 book series.

Artemis Fowl by Eion Colfer.
Artemis Fowl is the first book in the Artemis Fowl series. It follows the adventures of Artemis
Fowl, a 12-year-old criminal mastermind, as he kidnaps a fairy for a large ransom of gold with
the help of his bodyguard, Domovoi Butler, and his sister, Juliet Butler, to restore
the Fowl family fortune
1st in the 8 book series.

A Dark Inheritance by Chris D’ Lacey.
When Michael Malone discovers his supernatural ability to alter reality, he is recruited by an
organization dedicated to investigating strange and paranormal phenomena. He joins in
hopes of finding his father, who mysteriously vanished three years earlier. Michael's first task
is to solve the mystery of a dog he rescued from a precarious clifftop - a mystery that leads
him to a strange and sickly classmate and a young girl who was killed in a devastating
accident. Stakes are high as Michael learns to harness his newfound ability and uncover the
deadly truth about his father's disappearance.
1st in the Unicorn files trilogy.

Inkheart by Cornellia Funke.
One cruel night, Meggie's father reads aloud from a book called INKHEART-- and an evil
ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room. Suddenly, Meggie is
smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only read about in books. Meggie must
learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare. For only she can change the
course of the story that has changed her life forever.
1st in the Inkheart trilogy.

The Wizard of Once by Cressida Cowell. C
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting high-adventure
series - set in an ancient, magical time, full of Wizards, Warriors, Giants and Sprites. Xar is a
Wizard boy who has no Magic, and will do anything to get it. Wish is a Warrior girl, but she
owns a banned Magical Object, and she will do anything to conceal it. In this whirlwind
adventure, Xar and Wish must forget their differences if they're going to make it to the
dungeons at Warrior Fort.
1st of a 4 book series. (The forth due for release in September 2020)
The Cry of the Icemark by Stuart Hill. C
The Icemark is a kingdom in grave danger. Its king has been killed in battle, its enemy lies in
wait, and its fate rests on the shoulders of one girl. Thirrin Freer Strong-in-the-Arm
Lindenshield, a beautiful princess and an intrepid warrior, must find a way to protect her land
from a terrible invasion
1st book inthe Icemark trilogy.

Northern Lights by Phillip Pullman. C
Lyra's friend Roger disappears. She and her daemon, Pantalaimon, determine to find him.
Their quest leads them to the bleak splendour of the North where a team of scientists are
conducting unspeakably horrible experiments.
1st of the Dark Materials trilogy.

Eragon by Christopher Paolini. C
When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a
poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family meat for the winter. But when the stone brings a
dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the
Empire itself.
1st in the inheritance cycle series of 4 books.

Warrior Cats by Erin Hunter.
When 'kittypet' Rusty strays into the forest beyond his owner's garden and is ambushed by a
wild cat, life as he knows it is over. After a brave fight, he is invited to leave the 'twoleg' world
and join Thunderclan, one of four cat tribes, to train as a warrior. Rusty becomes Firepaw and
learns laws of the wild - hunting and fighting to protect the clan's survival. When the fearsome
Shadowclan threaten Thunderclan's territory his warrior skills are put to the test. But how can
he protect the clan when he suspects their own deputy of trechery?
1st in the 6 book collection of series 1. There 5 series of book Warrior Cat collections all
together of this hit book collection.
Rewdwall by Brian Jaques.
Redwall Abbey, tranquil home to a community of peace-loving mice, is threatened by Cluny
the Scourge savage bilge rat warlord and his battle-hardened horde. But the Redwall mice
and their loyal woodland friends combine their courage and strength.
1st in the Redwall series of 22 books

The Dreamwalkers Child by Steve Voake.
Fifteen-year-old Sam Palmer's life is dull--until a bizarre bicycle accident leaves him in a
coma. Sam awakens in Aurobon, a world eerily similar to his own, only to discover that his
accident was part of an elaborate abduction by a ruler with a deadly agenda. Now Sam must
team up with a fearless girl pilot to outwit the enemy.
First of a two part series. The sequal is The Web of fire.

Wolf Brother by Michelle Paver.
Thousands of years ago, the land is one dark forest. Its people are hunter-gatherers. They
know every tree and herb and they know how to survive in a time of enchantment and
powerful magic. Until an ambitious and malevolent force conjures a demon: a demon so evil
that it can be contained only in the body of a ferocious bear that will slay everything it sees, a
demon determined to destroy the world. Only one boy can stop it - 12-year-old Torak, who
has seen his father murdered by the bear. With his dying breath, Torak's father tells his son
of his burden. He must lead the bear to the mountain of the World Spirit and beg that spirit's
help to overcome it. A terrifying quest in a world of wolves, tree spirits and Hidden People, a
world in which trusting a friend means risking your life.
Ist in a 6 book series.

Spellslinger by Sebastian DeCastell.
MAGIC IS A CON GAME . . .Kellen is moments away from facing his first mage's duel and
the start of four trials that will make him a spellcaster. There's just one problem: his magic is
gone. As his sixteenth birthday approaches, Kellen falls back on his cunning in a bid to avoid
total disgrace. But when a daring stranger arrives in town, she challenges Kellen to take a
different path.
Currently the first in a 6 part series but two more are promised.

The Box of Delights by Joe Masefield. C
A magical old man has asked Kay to protect the Box of Delights, a Box with which he can
travel through time. But Kay is in danger: Abner Brown will stop at nothing to get his hands on
it. The police don't believe Kay, so when his family and the Bishop are scrobbled up just
before Christmas, he knows he must act alone.
This is a sequal to The Midnight Folk, but has become the best known of the books.

The Emerald Atlas by John Stephens.
They were taken from their beds one frozen night, when the world was covered in snow. The
silhouette of a tall, thin man has haunted Kate ever since. Ten years on, Kate, Michael and
Emma have grown up in a string of miserable orphanages, and all memories of their parents
have faded to a blur. Arriving at Cambridge Falls, the children quickly realise there is
something different about this place - and Kate feels sure she has seen the dark, crooked
house before. As they explore, they discover an old, empty leather book. The moment they
touch it, an ancient magical prophecy is set irrevocably in motion, and the children are thrown
into a dangerous alternate reality of dark enchantments and terrifying monsters.
1st book in the Books of Beginning trilogy.
Magyk, Wizzard Apprentice by Angie Sage
Enter the world of Septimus Heap, Wizard Apprentice. Magyk is his destiny. Evil
necromancer DomDaniel is ruthlessly plotting his vengeance on the world. In his greed to
seize control of all things magykal, he has killed the Queen and locked up the Extraordinary
Wizard. With his Darke Magyk, he will create a world filled with Darke creatures. Just one
small challenge remains. One boy who can stop him (although the boy doesn’t know it yet). A
lost child. An unlikely hero. A magykal boy called Septimus Heap!
1st in a 9 book series of Septimus Heap..

The Alchemyst by Michael Scott. C
Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris on 28 September 1330. Nearly seven hundred years later,
he is acknowledged as the greatest Alchemyst of his day. It is said that he discovered the
secret of eternal life. The records show that he died in 1418. But his tomb is empty and
Nicholas Flamel lives. The secret of eternal life is hidden within the book he protects - the
Book of Abraham the Mage. It's the most powerful book that has ever existed. In the wrong
hands, it will destroy the world. Sophie and Josh Newman are the only ones with the power to
save the world as we know it and they are about to find themselves in the middle of the
greatest legend of all time. 1st in the 6 book series of The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas
Flamel.
The house with Chicken Leggs by Sophie Anderson
Marinka dreams of a normal life, where her house stays somewhere long enough for her to
make friends. But her house has chicken legs and moves on without warning. The only
people Marinka meets are dead; they disappear when her grandmother, Baba Yaga, guides
them through The Gate. Marinka wants to change her destiny, but her house has other ideas.

Dreamsnatcher by Abi Elphinstone
Twelve-year-old Moll Pecksniff wakes one night in the middle of the forest, lured there by a
recurring nightmare - the one with the drums and the rattles and the masks. The
Dreamsnatcher is waiting. He has already taken her dreams and now he wants her life.
Because Moll is more important than she knows… The Oracle Bones foretold that she
and Gryff, a wildcat that has always been by her side, are the only ones who can fight back
against the Dreamsnatcher's dark magic. Suddenly everything is at stake, and Moll is drawn
into a world full of secrets, magic and adventure.
1st in the trilogy.
The Girl Who Could Fly by Victoria Forester C
Piper McCloud can fly. Just like that. Easy as pie. Sure, she hasn't mastered reverse
propulsion and,she's real good at loop-the-loops. Problem is, the good folk of Lowland
County are afraid of Piper. And her ma's at her wit's end. So it seems only fitting that she
leave her parents to attend a top-secret, maximum-security school for kids with exceptional
abilities. School is great at first with a bunch of new friends, but Piper is special, even among
the special. And there are consequences. Consequences too dire to talk about. Too crazy to
consider. And too dangerous to ignore.
1st book in the Piper Mccloud book trilogy
The Field guide. Spiderwick Chronicles by Tony DiTerlizzi

C

It all started when Jared Grace found their great uncle's book, "Arthur Spiderwick's Field
Guide to the Fantastic World Around You." and they realise that are not alone in their new
house. Now the Grace kids want to tell their story but the faeries will do everything to stop
them... Its up to you to spread the word about their discovery. But heed their warnings, wear
some red, turn your clothes inside out - all anti-faerie devices - and get ready to enter a world
that you never knew existed...Its closer than you think!
1st of a 5 book series.

The bad beginning by Lemony Snicket. C
There is nothing to be found in the pages of A Series of Unfortunate Events but misery and
despair. You still have time to choose another international best-seller to read. But if you
must know what unpleasantries befall the charming and clever Baudelaire children read
on...In The Bad Beginning the three youngsters encounter a greedy and repulsive villain,
itchy clothing, a disastrous fire, a plot to steal their fortune and cold porridge for breakfast.
Then again, why trouble yourself with the unfortunate resolutions?
1st in the Lemony Snicket series which has 17 books.

The Amazing Maurice and his Educated Rodents by Terry Pratchett.
Every town on Discworld knows the stories about rats and pipers, and Maurice - a streetwise
tomcat - leads a band of educated ratty friends (and a stupid kid) on a nice little earner. Piper
plus rats equals lots and lots of money. Until they run across someone playing
a different tune. Now he and his rats must learn a new concept: evil . . .

The Wee Free Men by Terry Pratchett
A proper one, with a pointy hat. And flying, she’s always dreamed of flying (though it’s cold up
there, you have to wear really thick pants, two layers). But she’s worried Tiffany isn’t a very
‘witchy’ name. And a witch has always protected Tiffany’s land, to stop the nightmares getting
through. Now the nightmares have taken her brother, and it’s up to her to get him back. With
a horde of unruly fairies at her disposal, Tiffany is not alone. And she is the twentieth
granddaughter of her Granny Aching: shepherdess extraordinaire, and protector of the land.
1st in the 5 book Tiffany Aching Disc world Novels

The Novice by Matharu Taran 12+
Fletcher was nothing more than a humble blacksmith's apprentice, when a chance encounter
leads to the discovery that he has the ability to summon demons from another world. Chased
from his village for a crime he did not commit, he must travel with his demon to the Vocans
Academy, where the gifted are trained in the art of summoning. Fletcher will find himself
caught in the middle of powerful forces, with nothing but his demon Ignatius to help him. As
the pieces on the board manoeuvre for supremacy, Fletcher must decide where his loyalties
lie. The fate of an empire is in his hands ...

Goblins by Philip Reeve C
A wild world of magical creatures and heroic adventure from the extraordinary imagination of
Philip Reeve. The squabbling goblins who live in the great towers of Clovenstone spend their
time fighting and looting. Only clever young Skarper understands that dark magic created by
a vanquished sorcerer is rising again. From the lands of men come fortune-seekers - and
trolls, giants, cloud-maidens, boglins, swamp monsters, tree-warriors and bloodthirsty goblins
are swept into a fabulous magical conflict to thrill all fantasy fans.

